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A B S T R A C T

Quality journalism has become more important than ever due to the need for quality and
trustworthy media outlets that can provide accurate information to the public and help to
address and counterbalance the wide and rapid spread of disinformation. At the same time,
quality journalism is under pressure due to loss of revenue and competition from alternative
information providers. This vision paper discusses how recent advances in Artificial Intelligence
(AI), and in Machine Learning (ML) in particular, can be harnessed to support efficient
production of high-quality journalism. From a news consumer perspective, the key parameter
here concerns the degree of trust that is engendered by quality news production. For this reason,
the paper will discuss how AI techniques can be applied to all aspects of news, at all stages of
its production cycle, to increase trust.

1. Introduction

The last two decades have put pressure on journalists, editors, and newsrooms [1,2]. On the content side, young digital natives
have different news habits from the older media consumers [1]. They rely more on alternative and free information sources and are
less likely to pay for news subscriptions [1,3]. Other segments of the population shun mainstream media due to perceived political
bias and distrust in authorities [1]. These attitudes may become exacerbated by co-ordinated disinformation campaigns [4] and
amplified in sealed information enclaves, such as online echo chambers [5] and alleged search and recommendation bubbles [6,7].
Some population segments also lack the language, reading and other skills that are required to appreciate quality news. They may
experience news fatigue or exhibit news avoidance [8,9]. On the business side, media income from advertising, subscriptions and
sales has dropped due to the availability of free online news sources, social media, search engines, and other intermediaries [1,2]. In
particular, social networking sites [1] exploit their platform power by leveraging information about consumer behaviours to offer
individually targeted promotion at lower prices than traditional mass media [10]. As broken business models lead to newsroom
layoffs [1], these challenges become even harder to tackle, creating a vicious cycle. For example, in the US, more than a quarter of
all newsroom jobs were lost between 2008 and 2020 [11]. Similar developments have been experienced elsewhere [1].

At the same time, many of the same mechanisms that put journalists, editors, and newsrooms under pressure make quality
journalism more important than ever. Rigorous evidence-based journalism that is based on robust democratic values and open
about its positions and values can help to defuse growing populism and distrust in authorities. Indeed, many analyses1 show that
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Fig. 1. All four stages of news production can be augmented with AI-support for journalists, editors, and newsrooms. Blue arrows show the forward flow of
information content from sources towards the audience, whereas red arrows indicate feedback on trustworthiness and other qualities from the audience back to
the earlier production stages.

countries, such as Norway, which have a very strong quality media sector, have been able to address these issues successfully,
showing high percentages of access to quality paid content and high levels of trust in the news. Analogously, international quality
outlets like The Guardian have been able to manage the transition to the digital era successfully,2 emphasising a direct relationship

ith their readers based on trust and high quality content. In a nutshell, it is our view not only that quality journalism is extremely
mportant in this new age of polarisation and fake news, but also that the same mechanisms that fuel these negative trends at the
ame time create an opportunity for quality news organisations to thrive, by providing both readers and advertisers with a platform
haracterised by trusted and high quality news content.

This paper presents a vision for how recent advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI) can support trustworthy high-quality journalism
t ‘‘every stage of the journalistic value chain’’ [12]. According to the American Press Institute,3 this value chain involves ‘‘the activity
f gathering, assessing, creating, and presenting news and information. It is also the product of these activities’’ (Fig. 1).

Our vision centres on trustworthiness, which we see as a central challenge for newsrooms today, with the broader goal to contribute
o the AI for Good endeavour [13], through innovative media technologies that help journalists and editors promote informed
nd engaged citizenship. We emphasise that trustworthy AI-supported journalism requires a fine balance between AI-augmented
uman tasks and AI-automated routine tasks, acknowledging that ‘‘technology is not simply an external tool journalists are forced
o assimilate into newswork (though the drive for technological innovation is often fuelled by funders and external actors) but is
nstead a tool shaped by journalistic practices, needs and norms that similarly alters, sometimes dramatically, everyday newswork’’
12].

In Fig. 1, the gathering and assessing activities have to do with the trustworthiness of the journalistic sources and of the
nformation they provide, whereas creating and presenting relate to the users’ actual and perceived trust in the news stories they
eceive. Hence, a vision for trustworthy journalism through AI must take into account both the producers (journalists, editors,
ewsrooms) and consumers (audience) of news. It must take into account both the regular audience and the adversaries who seek
o exploit or diminish trust in the media [14].

A number of contributions have already discussed the relationship between AI and journalism, many of them addressing specific
lements of this relationship. For example, [15] discusses the robotisation of journalism, while [16] focuses on the use of AI in
nvestigative journalism. Galily [17] reflects on the possible development of automated journalism using sports journalism as the
xample, whereas Lewis et al. [18] discuss responsibility for libellous content produced by automated journalism. Finally, Beckett
7] presents a survey of journalists’ views on how AI can impact on journalistic practices, carried out by JournalismAI,4 ‘‘a global
nitiative that aims to inform media organisations about the potential offered by AI-powered technologies’’. According to Lin and
ewis [19], the ‘‘one essential thing’’ that journalistic AI might do for democracy is to ‘‘provide accurate, accessible, diverse, relevant,
nd timely news about public affairs’’. Compared to these efforts, our paper focuses more specifically on trustworthiness and on
ow AI can be harnessed to achieve it.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: We first discuss the concepts of trust and trustworthiness in the news. We then
iscuss trustworthiness in each of the four activities separately. Finally, we offer conclusions and paths for further work.

2 Guardian turns a profit for the first time in 20 years, aided by record online traffic, M. Bhattacharjee <https://whatsnewinpublishing.com/guardian-turns-
-profit-for-the-first-time-in-20-years-aided-by-record-online-traffic/>, accessed 2022–05.

3 Journalism Essentials. American Press Institute <https://www.americanpressinstitute.org/journalism-essentials/>, accessed 2021–10.
4 JournalismAI, London School of Economics and Political Science <https://www.lse.ac.uk/media-and-communications/polis/JournalismAI>, accessed

021–10.
2
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Table 1
Information gathering challenges and potential AI solutions.

Problem area AI techniques AI opportunities AI risks

Routine
harvesting

Rule-based systems, event
detection, NLP, ML techniques

Select diverse and credible
sources, corroborate information

Over-reliance of established
sources, stability of sources, legal
challenges

Broader
harvesting

Trend monitoring, NLP, ML
techniques

Engage new audience segments,
reach out to news outsiders

Source takeover, dark
participation

On-demand
gathering

Semantic search and
recommendation, context mining
and assessment, profiling, social
network analysis

Adapt to journalists and editors
needs, connect people within the
news organisation

Gamed profiles and networks

Process
automation

Process mining and automation;
context mining and assessment;
case- and rule-based systems;
choosing tasks to
automate/augment

Optimised information seeking,
workflow management

Over-reliance on AI, automating
the wrong tasks

Data
integration

Knowledge graphs, ontologies,
OWL, linked data, NLP, ML
techniques

Syntactic and semantic
integration of data and metadata

Pragmatic and social aspects

Provenance NL inference, identity resolution,
reasoning over provenance,
semantic search

Identifying and managing primary
and secondary sources, managing
online identities

Fake sources and networks,
gamed sources

2. Trustworthiness

Trust in news media is closely related to credibility [20]. According to Strömbäck et al. [21], it can be characterised in terms of
fairness, bias (either lack of bias or, we add, being open about the position and values the facts are discussed from), completeness
(telling the whole story), accuracy, and factuality (separating facts from opinion). The Trust in News project5 is an ongoing effort
to investigate ‘‘what digital news sources people trust, why people invest their trust in them, and what publishers and platforms
can do to help people make decisions about what news to trust online’’. Media trust can be investigated at different levels, from
trust in media content, through trust in journalists, individual media brands, and media types, to trust in news media in general [21].
Our discussion in this paper will focus on the two most operational levels: the media content and the journalistic production processes
ehind it.
Trustworthiness is an impression formation process stemming from three qualities: ability, benevolence, and integrity [22].

rustworthiness of an actor in a domain can be defined as the actor acting responsibly towards people that depend on that actor
23] and on the actor being identifiable and competent in that domain. In the news media domain, this translates (from [21] into
oth being and being perceived as fair, handling bias, and reporting in a way that is complete, accurate, and factual. This is the definition
f trustworthiness we will adopt in this paper, with focus on the media content and the journalistic production processes behind it.

A neighbouring concept from institutional theory is that of legitimacy. At the organisational level, it can be viewed as ‘‘a
generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within some socially
constructed system of norms, values, beliefs, and definitions’’ [24]. Generalised organisational legitimacy is composed of individual
or collective legitimacy judgements [25,26]) that follow different logics in times of institutional stability than in times of change [25]

such as in the media today. A. [27] also defines trust in journalism as a judgement ‘‘about how one assesses the reliability of
nformation being provided’’. According to her review of credibility and trust in journalism, the main elements of trust are: source
redibility, message content, and audience characteristics.

. Gathering

Information gathering is the foundation of trustworthy news production. It can nourish trust by offering diverse sources of
nformation and letting audiences trace news content back to those sources. This section reviews central problems of trustworthy
nformation gathering. For each of them, it also discusses central AI techniques along with AI-related opportunities and risks. Table 1
resents an overview.
Routine harvesting: Information gathering involves both active collection of information on demand and passive routine har-

esting, for example through subscriptions. In both cases, new uses of AI can seek to make content more trustworthy by relying
n diverse and credible sources and by corroborating (or triangulating) overlapping information from independent sources [28].
pecific types of routine information gathering are already automated with rule-based systems and natural-language processing (NLP)
n many news organisations. For example, the Wordsmith system gathers information from companies’ published earnings reports in
rder to generate news stories automatically [15]. Reuters has experimented with News Tracer [29], which gathers messages from

5 The Trust in News Project, Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism, University of Oxford <https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/trust-news-project>,
ccessed 2021–10.
3
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social media streams and uses NLP and ML to detect pre-news events, giving ‘‘our journalists anywhere from an 8- to 60-min head
start’’ on ‘‘global news outlets in breaking over 50 major news stories’’.6 This idea can be extended to a wider range of sources,
such as sensors [30] to demonstrate agility and increase consumers’ trust that the news they receive is up-to-date. An associated
risk is over-reliance over the same old automated sources and, correspondingly, less incentive to introduce new ones. AI solutions
for widespread routine harvesting must also be enabled to deal with changes in the source data formats, the APIs used, and the
available information providers. Further hurdles are legal challenges with web scraping and data ownership.

Broader harvesting: AI techniques can also be used to monitor and identify new developments that engage and build trust with
narrower audience segments. For example, U.S. newspaper The Atlanta Voice uses CrowdTangle to identify topics and monitor
trends of special interest to the African American community, such as local elections and politics, local churches, homelessness,
small business news, sports, and human-interest pieces.7 NLP and other ML techniques can even be used to monitor and identify
developments in the so-called alt news in order to investigate further what may contain grains of truth. In this way, mainstream media
can reach out to news outsiders who might otherwise rely solely on alternative media sources. Whether the sources are mainstream
or from the fringe, a risk is that seemingly trustworthy sources can be created or taken over by actors with bad intents. Hendrickx
[31] points to dark participation in the news, or to ‘‘different forms of deviant user engagement originating from malevolent actors’’,
such as ‘‘hate speech, disinformation, and strategic attempts to influence public opinion’’ [4]. Hence, improved approaches are
needed to debunk mis-information early [32], as we will discuss later.

On-demand gathering: AI can also be used to augment or fully automate information gathering on demand. For example,
ncreasingly sophisticated search and recommender tools can use AI to take the journalists’ and editors’ backgrounds, competences,
nterests, and current work contexts into account [33] and to encourage creativity [34]. The next section will even discuss
nformation gathering in real time supported by AI-backed assessment techniques. Trustworthiness can be improved by tools that
nalyse social networks and that connect the right people inside a distributed and possibly global news organisation, e.g., to ensure
hat each news story is backed by a team with complementary competences and to avoid duplicate or even inconsistent reports
bout the same event. Trustworthiness is thereby increased through creative reporting by the most well-informed and interested
ournalists. The challenge of composing optimal teams of journalists is particularly evident in cross-organisational collaborative
ournalism, such as in the Panama papers investigation [35], where journalists and editors that work under time pressure and in
ifferent locations worldwide must self-organise with little knowledge about one another in advance. Awareness of colleagues who
ork on related stories is already supported by current best-of-breed tools, but can be extended to identify similarities and differences

n background and competency and in angles and perspectives on the unfolding story [36,37]. Risks include journalists who game
heir profiles and networks to work on particular types of stories.

AI-backed tools can also collect, analyse and profile public information about available domain experts in order to suggest
uitable informants for a story, maintaining up-to-date profiles of interest areas and levels of competency [38]. Tools can be used
o analyse social media, possibly augmented with common-sense knowledge bases, to identify other relevant informants. As a
esult, trustworthiness can be increased through reporting that relies on a broader range of competent sources that reflect more
iverse backgrounds and perspectives. Another benefit of diverse sources is that it reduces news organisations’ dependency of global
latform companies for gathering and analysing data [39]. A danger is that automated systems will repeatedly recommend the same
rusted informants, reducing diversity and excluding new voices and less-connected informants from the news. Another danger
s mischievous actors [4] that establish trustworthy-looking digital facades, perhaps even forming fake networks of social-media
ccounts bolstered by botnets.
Process automation: The benefits of routine and on-demand information gathering for trustworthiness can be amplified by

nhancing existing process automation platforms with AI. For example, journalists’ and editors’ information-seeking behaviours
33] can be analysed using process mining to augment and automate information gathering and analysis routines: if a journalist
epeatedly searches a particular online community forum to corroborate and enrich football match reviews, event logs can be used
o mine a process description from this pattern [40]. The mined process description can be used by rule- or ML-based robotic process
utomation (RPA) tools that mimic repetitive human tasks such as data entry, form filling, and data validation, e.g., so that the
ootball community forum is searched automatically whenever the journalist starts working on a new review. Existing workflow
nd business process management systems can even be used to adapt the mined process description to similar contexts, improve the
ser experience and enable intelligent decision making, for example gathering background information for the journalist on-demand
nd in real time during interviews. AI-enhanced low-code platforms provide visual user interfaces that allow journalists themselves
o orchestrate new (semi-)automatic processes by combining pre-packaged components for information gathering, NLP, prediction
nd other ML-augmented tasks. A risk is that the wrong processes are automated: for simpler processes, rule-based robotic process
utomation may be sufficient or even superior to more sophisticated AI-supported process improvement techniques. Indeed, learning
hich processes to automate and which to augment [41] is in itself a hard problem that can be investigated using process analytics.
Data integration: One key to achieving trustworthiness through corroboration is data integration. To prepare for corroboration (or

riangulation, [28]), which we will discuss in the next section, ML-enabled agents and tools are needed to integrate and interoperate
content and metadata formats at both the syntactic and semantic levels [42,43]. Structured information is available in a wide range
of formats such as tables, hierarchies, graphs, time series, and geo-tagged data. The W3C’s Resource Description Framework (RDF)
offers a standard for representing both data and metadata as knowledge graphs, whereas the Web Ontology Language (OWL) and

6 Reg Chua, Reuters <>, accessed 2022–11.
7 <https://help.crowdtangle.com/en/articles/4474020-the-atlanta-voice-s-strategy-for-using-crowdtangle-to-report-on-the-black-community>, accessed 2022–

1.
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related techniques facilitate semantic integration [44,45]. An early example is Troncy’s (2008) use of an OWL ontology to make
the different metadata formats in a multimedia news production chain interoperable and enrichable using NLP techniques and
knowledge from the semantic web. The BBC also adopted linked data early for integrating and adding value to news value chains
in a non-disruptive way [46]. Dong and Rekatsinas [43] describe Amazon’s ML-fuelled efforts to build ‘‘an authoritative knowledge
graph for all products in the world’’ as it relates to everything available on their site. The ambition is to make people ‘‘[not] just
come to Amazon to buy products [but] to see what’s new or interesting’’.8 A danger is that, while syntactic and increasingly also
semantic integration become automated in a reliable way, new problems will become evident with handling the pragmatic and social
aspects of meaning, which are harder to automate. For example, consumer and lifestyle stories in newspapers contain normative
advice that must not be mixed with declarative facts related to the same entities.

Provenance: Trustworthiness concerns not only the potentially news-relevant content itself, but also its metadata [47,48]. To
facilitate AI solutions that can assess the trustworthiness of facts and opinions, their sources must be recorded along with the facts and
opinions themselves. Managing meta information about sources thereby becomes as important as managing content. This includes
managing the informants’ contribution histories, connections, and other characteristics, such as psycholinguistic patterns [49]. A
side benefit is that trust can be increased by making the provenance information available to audiences on demand, as we will
discuss later. Another benefit is that the independence of corroborating sources can be ensured: that they do not just relay the same
primary information through different paths. To facilitate this, secondary sources must be traced as far as possible back to the primary
source, such as an eyewitness account, an original document, or a verified live recording. Some crowdsourced public sources like
online encyclopaedia keep traces of all edits made to their content, and some social-media sources like Twitter provide provenance
metadata. Identity resolution techniques can be used to connect informants with their social-media accounts [50]. Otherwise, when
content has unknown origin, it can sometimes be revealed by similarity searches in archives and across the net. As a last resort,
natural-language (NL) inference techniques can be used to identify texts that have been derived from other texts [51]. A risk is that
AI-based source management systems can be gamed by malicious actors that establish trustworthy-looking digital facades, possibly
etworked and boosted by botnets. Also, the provenance information may be false or tampered with, calling for non-repudiable
rovenance, e.g., supported by blockchains, and for ‘‘verifiable provenance’’.

. Assessing

In the digital age, news can be altered – or used out of context – in order to attract attention, to influence behaviour or opinion,
nd to deceive and mislead. Information assessment involves detecting both intentional mis-information and unintentional errors
n text, speech, audio, video, structured data streams from sensors, and structured or unstructured reference data [52]. This section
eviews central problems of trustworthy information assessment, along with related AI techniques, opportunities, and risks. Table 2
resents an overview.
Fact checking: Factually correct information is essential to trustworthy news. Fact checking – or fact verification – is the task

f assessing the truthfulness of claims [32]. It explores NLP and other AI techniques for: selection of checkworthy claims [53];
dentification, retrieval and preparation of evidence; and using the gathered evidence to evaluate the claim [54–56]. The third of
hese tasks has been investigated most intensively. Research often uses real claims from Politifact, Snopes, FullFact, etc. but relies
n pre-selected sources of evidence for verification, often Wikipedia. Relevant AI techniques include information retrieval, text
lassification, natural-language inference, and question-answering (QA) systems [57]. While many cutting-edge solutions have been
roposed, tools are needed that make them available for journalists. The tools should support all stages of fact checking in practical
ettings, be trained on real claims, exploit a broad variety of evidence types, and rely less on textual surface characteristics and
ore on fact-level inference from ground truths stored in reference bases. They should also be integrated with AI-supported fact

hecking sites. However, publicly debunking false claims requires careful editorial judgement: debunking mis-information that is
ot yet widely spread may just draw additional attention to it [58]. Another risk is that, because fact-checking tools will become
vailable to malicious actors too, they can be used to vet fake news. Automation might also increase pressure on fact checkers
nd journalists, giving them insufficient time for necessary manual assessment of claims and their sources. Finally, fact checking
s highly context-dependent. In many cases, assessing a claim does not mean labelling it as true, false, or dubious, but establishing
n which contexts (in terms of location, time, understanding of central concepts, etc.) the claim holds — and whether that context
atches the context in which the claim has been made (more on context below).
Media verification: For journalists, verification of multimedia, in particular of images, is a tedious task that can require hours

f using media monitoring tools, (reverse-)searching images, and searching general news. Existing verification tools tend to focus
n text and must be extended to support verification of other media types. Multimedia forensics techniques assess whether digital
ultimedia contents are genuine and authentic through deep image analysis techniques that exploit traces imbedded in the digital

ontent when it is created and processed [59,60]. Related deep image analysis efforts focus on image provenance [61]. Verification
f non-textual media again runs the danger that automation will increase time pressure on fact checkers and journalists. Despite
any advances, it remains hard to assess user-generated content shared on social-media platforms, because images have typically

een renamed, recompressed, resized, and even altered (e.g., cropped), which can significantly reduce their accuracy and blur the
ine-grained distinctions that current verification tools rely on [62]. As for textual fact-checking, there is a risk that media verification
ools will become available to mis-informers too.

8 <https://www.aboutamazon.com/news/innovation-at-amazon/making-search-easier>, accessed 2023–04.
5
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Table 2
Information assessment challenges and potential AI solutions.

Problem area AI techniques AI opportunities AI risks

Fact checking NLP, text classification,
information retrieval, NL
inference, question answering,
context mining and assessment

Assessing checkworthiness,
finding evidence, claim evaluation

Giving false claims more
attention, over-reliance on
automation/less time for manual
assessment, sensitivity to context
(pragmatics), adversarial use

Media
verification

Multimedia forensics, reverse
image search, deep image
analysis (CNN-based for image
quality and camera noise
analysis), representing and
reasoning over provenance

Extend verification tools to
multimedia, multimedia forensics,
image provenance

Over-reliance on automation/less
time for manual assessment,
low-quality social media images,
adversarial use

Deepfakes Deep image analysis, generative
adversarial networks (GANs)

Detect deepfakes Fake multimedia news,
adversarial use, racing the
counterfeiters

Cheapfakes Reverse image search, deep image
analysis, context mining and
comparison

Detect cheapfakes Fake multimedia news,
adversarial use, pragmatic and
social context

Cross-modal
content
verification

Multimodal representation
learning, multimedia forensics,
context mining and assessment

Ensure consistency between text
and other media, detect
mis-information, verifying
metadata, using metadata for
verification

Pragmatic and social aspects,
manipulated contribution chains

Proactive
verification

Context mining and assessment Content certificates,
understanding trustworthiness in
context

Pragmatic and social context,
over-reliance on mainstream
sources

Contribution
chains

Representing and reasoning over
provenance, reverse content
search, NL inference, deep image
analysis

Maintaining contribution chains,
understanding how
mis-information originate and
spread

Manipulated contribution chains,
exposing vulnerable informants

Context Context mining and similarity
assessment, learning from
trustworthiness measures

Managing the original context of
content, understanding
trustworthiness in context

Pragmatic and social aspects

Source
credibility

Social network analysis, profiling,
ML

Managing informants, verifying
crowdsourced information

Fake sources and networks,
over-reliance on trusted sources,
less time for manual assessment

Retraction Backwards and forwards
reasoning over provenance

Rectifying consequences of
mis-information, understanding
how mis-information originate
and spread

Unrectifiable consequences of
information that has been used in
further analysis and training

Transparency Explainable AI, NL generation Explaining assessments to the
audience, understanding
perceptions of trustworthiness

Explanations for the few,
optimising for believability over
correctness

Real-time
assessment

Fact-checking techniques,
information retrieval, NL
inference, question answering

Suggesting background
information, content verification,
follow-up questions

Less time for reflection,
accelerated spread of
mis-information

Deepfakes: One way to exploit media verification techniques are the recently proposed generative adversarial networks (GANs
[63,64] and related techniques which generate synthetic media content that is virtually indistinguishable to humans from genuine
content [65]. GANs challenge the trustworthiness of media content through deepfakes that bear uncanny resemblance to our real
world. For example, Descript9 is a commercial tool that shifts modalities in multimedia editing: the user edits the transcript of a
video or sound file, and the tool generates a convincing-sounding,10 and -looking version of the original content with textual edits
integrated. In malign hands the tool can generate convincing fake multimedia news. Similar techniques can potentially be used to
make the surface characteristics of fake news texts indiscernible from those of real texts [66]. This situation poses a serious threat
to newsrooms, and puts researchers who develop content verification tools in a constant race against the counterfeiters. In order
to detect GAN-based generated multimedia content, ‘‘fire must be fought with fire’’, combining deep-image and GAN analyses to
develop robust and self-improving detection networks that attackers cannot easily fool [67].

Cheapfakes: In contrast to deepfakes, so-called cheapfakes abuse media content through simpler techniques, such as distorting
images mildly or re-using them unaltered but out of context [68]. For example, a Facebook picture of Pope Francis kissing the hands

9 All-in-one video & audio editing, as easy as a doc. <https://www.descript.com/>, accessed 2022–12.
10 Ultra Fast Audio Synthesis with MelGAN <https://www.descript.com/blog/article/ultra-fast-audio-synthesis-with-melgan>, accessed 2022–12.
6
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of Holocaust survivors was purported to show him kissing billionaires David Rockefeller and John Rothschild.11 Central techniques
for detecting cheapfakes include deep image analysis; reverse-image searching; identifying the origin of the content; assessing its
source and how it has been changed; and assessing the similarity of the original context to the use context [69,70]. In addition to
the threat of adversarial techniques, cheapfake detection depends on pragmatic and social context, which are hard for AI solutions
to assess reliably. For example, a stock photo of Russian tanks on parade in Moscow may be a relevant illustration for an article on
the Russia–Ukraine conflict, but it is not strictly a picture of the conflict (different time and place). Does it therefore discredit the
article it illustrates and, indirectly, its source and distributors?

Cross-modal content verification: When corroborating evidence has been gathered and integrated, consistency between the content
units – both in isolation and in combination – must be ensured. Information in different modalities can be used for joint verification
[59,71]. Recent advances in multimodal representation learning [64] can detect errors and mis-information by enhancing the fact-
checking process with visual and other information, e.g., checking the consistency between independent present and past still images,
video, audio, text descriptions, data from traffic and weather sensors, map data, etc. which purport to describe the same event. For
example, are the stated numbers of participants in a demonstration consistent with traffic data at the time, and are the supporting
images consistent with weather data and light conditions? As for cheapfake detection, a challenge is that cross-modal analysis
can depend on pragmatic and social context: for example interpreting a humorous illustration or caption as fact or refuting a
factual article due to a humorous illustration or caption. New AI-based solutions are therefore needed that combine techniques from
multimedia forensics, natural language processing, and knowledge representation and reasoning [71]. Assessment must consider not
only the primary news content: the associated metadata must be trustworthy too [47,48]. For example, social media can be used
to prove or disprove that a photographer was indeed present at the time and place their picture purports to illustrate. Verified
metadata can in turn be used to assess the trustworthiness of primary content. For example, metadata about the photographer and
distributor of a picture can be an important indicator of credibility [20]. Metadata verification relies on correct and untampered
provenance information.

Proactive verification: Taken together, the challenges posed by cheap- and deepfakes suggest that current reactive approaches to
fact checking and media verification alone may not be enough. Proactive verification is an alternative that issues content certificates
with verifiable, tamper-evident signatures using techniques such as hashing12 and blockchains [72]. Certificates can be issued both
for metadata, for atomic content units [2,73], and for composite content. Because the trustworthiness of a content unit is situational,
this will require new AI solutions for mining and assessing context. For example, a picture taken of a politician in a white laboratory
coat while participating in a TV-game show would be misleading as an illustration to the same politician making a statement about
vaccination. Research is also needed to better understand the relationship between context and credibility: how different users will
tend to trust different sources in different contexts. In any case, proactive verification risks relying too heavily on professionally
provided mainstream information that is easily verified at the point of capture, at the expense of sources that are unusual, outside
of the mainstream, and therefore harder to verify.

Contribution chains: Ideally, certification should be performed once and at the point of gathering or creation. This calls for
representing and reasoning over provenance in the form of contribution chains, which provide accountability by recording how content
has been derived from other content and by whom (or what). Such chains can help to avoid repeated integration, verification, or
other assessment, and they can be used to detect mis-information from informants with vested interests. Contribution chains can be
created automatically as part of the media production workflow, but can also be reconstructed using for example reverse content
search, NL inference techniques, and deep image analysis. For example, an informant may edit a Wikipedia article in preparation
of an interview to dupe the journalist. In such situations, natural-language inference techniques [57] can be used to compare
claims made by the informants with recent anonymous edits. PROV-O offers a standard vocabulary for representing and exchanging
contribution chains [74], and their integrity can be certified by blockchains [72]. Contribution chains can also be used to learn
how different types of information and mis-information originate and spread through social media, especially when the messages
themselves contain limited content and context to use for verification. Such and other AI uses depend critically on correctness of
the provided provenance chain: that it is correctly recorded and not tampered with. The chains must also be properly managed to
avoid exposing endangered informants and sensitive information gathering methods.

Context: When the origin of content has been established, the original context needs to be captured and represented as metadata
too [69] as an extension of the contribution chain. For example, the context of online content includes the source web site, its domain,
the person or organisation behind it, the known features and past activities of the author, and so on. Models for assessing context
similarity for different purposes, types of content, and types of uses are also needed. This invites audience studies and feedback where
the consumers’ trust in news content is measured and used to learn their tolerance for edited, adapted, or otherwise changed content
in different contexts and domains. Audiences nowadays are used to accepting, and even expecting, fake or manipulated content in
entertainment and marketing contexts, but they may shun manipulation of news and documentaries. Tolerance for image editing in
journalism is low and journalistic codes of ethics typically emphasise that the integrity of the journalistic photograph, along with
other journalistic content, must be protected13 [20]. Although many aspects of context can be accurately and automatically recorded
– such as time and location, social and technical agents, etc. – the pragmatic and social context is harder to describe. It is not at all
clear whether and how it can be done in a general and future-proof way independently of purpose.

11 ‘‘Pope Francis kissing the hands of David Rockefeller & John Rothschild’’, PolitiFact <https://www.politifact.com/factchecks/2021/may/19/viral-image/pope-
rancis-was-photographed-holocaust-survivors-/>, accessed 2021–10.
12 For example the Content Authenticity Initiative <https://contentauthenticity.org/>, accessed 2023–03.
13 For example, Section 4.10 and Section 4.11 in the code of ethics for the Norwegian press, <https://presse.no/pfu/etiske-regler/vaer-varsom-plakaten/vvpl-
ngelsk/>.
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Source credibility: An important type of metadata describes the sources of content. Machine learning techniques can be used to train
models that profile human informants through measures such as their historic reputation [75], their social-network connections,
their knowledge background, position, sponsoring organisation, and whether they are referred to by other informants [20]. For
example, post-event historical analyses of Twitter feeds can be used to identify and positively weigh accounts that have consistently
reported newsworthy events early and in a trustworthy manner. Such weighing could improve the signal-to-noise ratio in event
detection. Background information from open or proprietary databases and archives can also be assessed in terms of the people
and organisations that have provided the information and maintained the databases and archives — whether manually or with
computer support. The editing histories of crowdsourced data can also be used for assessment. As for information gathering in
general, a risk is that source metadata is manipulated by mischievous actors [4] that establish trustworthy-looking digital facades,
which can even appear in networks bolstered by fake social-media accounts. To counter this problem, AI-driven source assessment
for information gathering may have to be designed to ‘‘err on the safe side’’, which in turn induces a risk of over-reliance over
the same set of trusted sources. As for automated fact checking, automated source-credibility may weaken the focus on and time
available for human assessment of sources.

Retraction: There are many examples of journalists who investigate stories based on information that later turns out to be false,
such as misinformed or mischievous social media posts. In the aftermath of the tragic Boston Marathon Bombing, a missing student
was mistakenly identified and accused on social media platforms as one of the perpetrators.14 Some journalists passed the false
accusation on to their followers, reporters started to call the student’s family, and news vans began to stake out their home.15

During Hurricane Sandy, CNN erroneously relayed a claim from social media that the trading floor of the New York Stock Exchange
had been flooded.16 To facilitate retraction of mis-informed stories, untrustworthy information must be traceable back to its sources,
and an untrustworthy source must be forward-traceable to all the content it has contributed to [74], calling for both backwards and
forwards reasoning over provenance. But while erroneously published information can be retracted, its consequences cannot always.
Such consequences include both how erroneous news has impacted the non-informational world and how erroneous information
has fed downstream ML models. In any case, untrustworthy sources must be clearly marked for the future and used to learn social
and behavioural patterns that can reveal similar untrustworthy sources and disinformation spreaders in the future [5,76]. Whenever
untrustworthy content is detected, the characteristics of both the content, its sources, and dissemination patterns must therefore be
recorded and used to improve content assessments, including fake news detectors.

Transparency: For assessments to be trustworthy, the results, reasoning, and evidence must be accessible to the audience
[22]. New solutions are therefore needed to ensure that audiences can understand the outputs of AI methods. For example, the
classifications made by automated fact checks must be explained on demand [77]. Explainable AI (XAI) is a subfield of artificial
intelligence that focuses on exposing complex AI models to humans in a systematic and interpretable manner, explaining AI decisions
through, e.g., transparency, interpretation methods, and natural-language (NL) generation techniques [78]. This poses challenges
when decisions and other assessments result from combining multiple AI-based methods and models. A danger is that explanations
made by AI- and ML-solutions are hard to interpret by the layman, contributing to a widening gap between the more and the less
information competent. Explanations of decisions behind news content should also adapt to how the audience perceives truthfulness
and trustworthiness. Another risk is the accuracy of the explanations themselves, which too may be established using learning
algorithms, while ensuring that explanations are optimised for correctness and not for believability.

Real-time assessment: In order to fuse gathering and assessment tasks efficiently, journalists and editors would benefit from tools
that can suggest background information and verify content and sources instantly [29]. During interviews, the veracity of the claims
made and information provided could be assessed in real-time. Information retrieval and NL inference techniques could be used to
suggest appropriate background information and follow-up questions [57]. Reuters’ News Tracer [29] is an example of a tool that
tracks social media in real time. Meta’s CrowdTangle tool helps journalists and others follow, analyse, and report what is happening
across Facebook, Instagram, Reddit, and Twitter.17 A danger is that automated information streams in real time will leave less time
for critical reflection and commentary, describing events as they unfold with little reflection over their meanings and consequences.
Manipulative content and other types of mis-information may be spread rapidly and uncritically, perhaps destabilising the already
critical situations they purport to report further. For example, mis-information about right-wing groups trying to disrupt a peaceful
protest might encourage actual right-wing activists to seek out the event.

5. Creating

Creating and presenting news consent are interconnected tasks. Borrowing from literary theory and computational creativity
[79], we separate the fabula, i.e., the selection and combination of content, from its discourse, which is how the content is presented
(or narrated). This section reviews central problem areas in creating the fabula, while the next section discusses its discourse. For
each problem area, related AI techniques and potential AI opportunities and risks are discussed. Table 3 presents an overview.

Robot journalism: Robot journalism typically employs rule-based approaches to NL generation based on structured data from
highly trusted sources, such as public databases [80]. For example, the Heliograf tool broadens news coverage by automatically

14 New York Times, 2013-04-25. <https://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/26/us/sunil-tripathi-student-at-brown-is-found-dead.html>, accessed 2023–04.
15 New York Times, 2013-06-25. <https://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/28/magazine/should-reddit-be-blamed-for-the-spreading-of-a-smear.html>, accessed
023–04.
16 Washington Post, 2012-10-30. <https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/erik-wemple/post/hurricane-sandy-nyse-not-flooded/2012/10/30/37532512-223d-
1e2-ac85-e669876c6a24_blog.html>, accessed 2023–04.
17 <https://www.crowdtangle.com/>, accessed 2022–11.
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Table 3
Content creation challenges and potential AI solutions.

Problem area AI techniques AI opportunities AI risks

Robot
journalism

Rule-based reasoning, NL
generation

Utilise structured data from
public sources, broader news
coverage

Dehumanising journalism,
automation creep, stereotypical
news

Augmented
journalism

AI-supported workflows for,
coordinated use of other AI
techniques

AI-backed journalistic workflow
support

Automation creep, dehumanising
journalism

Content units Context representation and
assessment, case-based and other
reasoning

Composing content from verified
content units, structured
journalism

Inaccurate metadata, in particular
about context

Trustworthy
composition

Explainable AI, context
representation and comparison

Trustworthy and explainable
composition, repurposing content
units

Inappropriate repurposing,
understanding trustworthiness in
context, optimising for
believability over correctness

Suggesting
perspectives

Information retrieval, profiling,
NLP (e.g., stance and sentiment
analysis)

Present multiple perspectives on
an event, seek complementary
sources,

Dealing with ungrounded and
malignant positions

Live
reporting

Fact-checking techniques, NL
inference, question answering

Frequent story updates, suggest
informants and follow-up
questions

Less time for human reflection,
accelerated spread of
mis-information, self-fulfilling
prophecies

Iterative
journalism

Social-media monitoring,
profiling, short-text NLP (of
social-media messages)

Frequent story updates,
understand and react to audience
responses

Uncritical, populist journalism;
managing social media

News
discovery

Event detection, news-angle
mining, pattern matching

Detecting new events, detecting
new information about unfolding
events, suggesting news angles

Over-reliance on trusted sources;
ignoring the fringe; focus on the
rapid over the slow, the unusual
over the usual

generating short reports for The Washington Post’s live blog. First used to report results during the Rio Olympics, it has since
expanded its reach to report on subjects like congressional races and high-school football games.18 Although the input data are not
lways structured, keywords and standard sentence structures are used to extract key data. This type of automatic content creation
s trustworthy because it follows explicit rules and is directly based on facts, which are sometimes even publicly available and that
an be considered transparent and unbiased — at least to the extent the underlying sources are unbiassed. A danger is gradually
ehumanising the journalistic profession through automation creep: even when the intention of introducing AI is to augment rather
han to automate, business and market considerations may create increasing automation pressure. Another danger is that robots
rive journalism towards stereotypical, automated news reports.
Augmented journalism: Beyond rule-based robot journalism, journalists and editors must continue to be essential both to shape

he narrative of news content and to ensure its overall quality and trustworthiness. In augmented journalism [81], the journalist takes
responsibility for the final product, but uses partially automated AI-supported workflows to identify content and sources; to ensure
they are trustworthy; to combine them in a trustworthy manner; and to find a news angle and background information that is relevant
to the context in hand [36,37]. A risk is again that augmented news production pipelines initiate an irreversible process, driven
by business concerns, towards increasingly automated news, in which journalists are gradually turned into high-level overseers and
maintainers of journalistic information flows, increasingly detached from essential human capabilities such as handling sources,
their credibility and diversity, and providing balanced and nuanced perspectives on unfolding events.

Content units: Augmented journalism can benefit from AI to connect the available and verified sources of information with one
another and with pre-existing content units. We envision that new content can be created by recombining small, certified, and
self-contained semantic units into composite narratives [2], for example using case-based reasoning [82]. Examples of such units
are short texts, links, images, video clips, animations and other visualisations. This idea is similar to structured journalism, in which
content is composed from units or atoms expressed as data [73]. Journalistic content composed of reusable atomic units can only be
s trustworthy as the descriptions of these units, emphasising again the challenge and risk of pragmatically and socially sensitive
ontext descriptions. To support trustworthy content composition, the atomic units must be described by rich and precise metadata.
or example, each unit must be labelled with its related topics to make it retrievable, with its sources to ensure it is trustworthy,
nd with its original context to ensure that it is not reused in an inappropriate way. Hence, automatic extraction of rich, precise
nd multi-faceted metadata becomes essential for trustworthy content composition.
Trustworthy composition: Composing narratives from self-contained units does not only require trustworthy content units and

etadata, but also demands that the narrative organises the units in a reliable, credible, and explainable way. The granularity of
ontent units, where they come from, how they have been extracted, how well they fit the context, and other metadata can be used

18 <https://www.digitaltrends.com/business/washington-post-robot-reporter-heliograf/>, accessed 2022–11.
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to optimise internal cohesion and perceived trustworthiness. In a composition, content units can be repurposed for other uses than
he original intention, for example by paraphrasing [83]. Similarly to moving content across contexts, inappropriate repurposing
an damage trustworthiness, as when pictures of a violent protest are used to illustrate another protest that is peaceful. On the other
and, repurposing can also increase overall trustworthiness, for example by using pictures collected for traffic reporting to show
hat the protest was indeed peaceful. Learning materials and training goals are another concern. If learning relies too strongly on
udience preferences, it is a risk that automated news composition becomes biassed towards producing believable, compelling, and
ngaging news at the expense of factually precise and ethical news: atomic news systems must be trained to be ethical rather than
lever.
Suggesting perspectives: Going beyond existing content units, intelligent tools can increase trustworthiness by providing alternative

iewpoints on the same event from sources with different political or other orientations [84]. For example, Oh et al. [85] attempt to
istinguish between liberal and conservative viewpoints, while the NewsCube browser [86] goes further by partitioning the space of
rticles about an event according to different viewpoints, called aspects. Combining information gathered from independent sources
ith complementary profiles can increase trustworthiness by ensuring that alternative perspectives on an event or situation are

overed by a story. NLP techniques can be used to identify sources and related content that describe the same situation, but that
mphasise different facts, present different explanations, and express different sentiments about it [87]. In this way, even weakly
acked or known false positions can be identified and potentially mentioned in the news report, as long as they are clearly presented
s dubious or false, along with grounded counter evidence or arguments [32,77]. However, all perspectives are not equally valuable.
alanced journalism does not mean that belief-based or malignant perspectives must be granted as much attention as factually
rounded and ethically defensible ones.
Live reporting: There can be many sources of information that need to be fact-checked and validated to ensure they have not been

anipulated. In a breaking news situation, this must happen in real time [29]. Trustworthy live reporting is closely connected to on-
emand information gathering, fact checking, and real-time assessment. It supports trustworthy news content by enabling frequent
nd immediate updates of stories about unfolding events, showing everyone that the content is up to date [88]. It emphasises the
eed for interactivity, speed, and online availability and for suggesting informants, interview questions, and open paths to pursue
uring an interview. Natural-language inference techniques [57] and automatic angle detection [36] can potentially be used to
irect interviews in real time. Again, it is a risk that, with less time for human reflection, real-time news reporting can spread mis-
r dis-information rapidly. Mis-information – whether live or not – can even create self-fulfilling prophecies, for example when a
ystem detects frequent mal-practice in a particular hospital – a possible statistical fluke – leading to increased attention by patients
f that hospital.
Iterative journalism: Taking real-time journalism one step further, iterative journalism [88] emphasises frequent story updates,

while taking into account not only how the news event itself unfolds, but also how it is reported and how the audience’s reactions,
opinions, interests, tips, and information needs evolve. The audience can be profiled directly through explicit ratings or indirectly
through, e.g., counts of shares and reposts. Such quantitative measures can be supplemented with qualitative data, e.g., from NLP
analyses of users’ textual comments. A danger is journalism that too reactively follows the crowd, producing populist news that
leaves its critical watchdog role behind. Another challenge is monitoring news consumers and their interactions through social
media. German newspaper Der Spiegel uses conversario to moderate user comments both onsite and on its social media accounts,
managing well over 2 million comments per month. For European broadcaster RTL, ‘‘the software makes our work in social media
management easier [...] through the comment categorisation of the conversario AI [ ] around the clock [ ] reliably and with a low
error rate’’.19

News discovery: Journalists and editors can even be assisted in detecting newsworthy events, as demonstrated by Reuters’
racer tool [29]. Trustworthiness in news can be expected to increase when unfolding news events are quickly detected and
ontinuously updated. In addition to supporting the detection of new events, pattern-matching mechanisms can be used to identify
ew information that can shed new light or suggest unexpected angles [36,37] on unfolding events. The sheer amount of sources
xplored, interpreted and verified with intelligent algorithms can potentially contribute to making the content of a developing story
ore trustworthy. Similarly to automated information gathering, automatic news discovery runs the risk of relying on a too-limited

ange of set sources, ignoring events that originate in the fringe. Different time scales mean that rapidly evolving events may be
asier to detect than slowly developing ones that are perhaps more important. Finally, automatic news detection runs the risk of
romoting the most unusual – or surprising – rather than the most impactful and in that sense important events.

. Presenting

Selection and combination of content units constitute the fabula, or what is told, whereas how the fabula is presented (or narrated)
o the intended audience is referred to as the discourse [79]. This section reviews problem areas related to news presentation and
iscusses related AI techniques, opportunities, and risks. Table 4 presents an overview.
Narrative generation: An AI system can suggest a specific narrative to a journalist or directly create a textual presentation. Recent

evelopments in deep learning [89] include large generative, transformer-based large language models (LLMs) like OpenAI’s,20 general-
purpose transformers, to which we will return in the conclusion. GPT-3 [90,91] wrote a published newspaper essay already in 2020.21

19 Frank Kohls, RTL <https://www.conversar.io/en/product>.
20 OpenAI <https://openai.com/about/>, accessed 2022–11.
21 The Guardian, 2020-09-08. <https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/sep/08/robot-wrote-this-article-gpt-3>, accessed 2023–04.
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Table 4
Presentation challenges and potential AI solutions.

Problem area AI techniques AI opportunities AI risks

Narrative
generation

Large language models, NL
generation, rule- and case-based
reasoning, explainable AI

Create and explain narratives Lack of explainability,
hallucination, bias, toxicity,
stereotypical/formulaic news
reports

Contextual
presentation

Profiling, representing and
reasoning over context,
multimodal representation
learning

Multi-platform presentation, multi
modality, transmediality,
understanding trustworthiness of
platforms

Over-adaptation to users,
information bubbles

Trustworthi-
ness
reports

Representing and reasoning over
provenance, explainable AI,
case-based reasoning, profiling

Explain trustworthiness on
demand, understand perception of
trustworthiness

Over-reliance on automatic
assessment, less focus on critical
sense, optimising for believability
over correctness

Actionability Provenance representation Computer-readable
trustworthiness reports, audience
verification

Defending against unfair
trustworthiness attacks

News
outsiders

Sentiment analysis, translation,
summarisation

Represent news outsiders fairly,
reach out to news outsiders

Bias, dealing with ungrounded
and malignant positions

Privacy Classification (of personally
identifiable and sensitive
information), automatic face
blurring

Preserving the privacy of
informants and others

Balancing societal needs and
individual rights

Monitoring
reception

NLP (of user feedback) Understanding and representing
how news is received

Optimising for particular
audiences, not understanding
audiences, repeating past mistakes
more effectively and efficiently,
optimising for the mainstream,
gaming

Its successors, such as ChatGPT [92], may radically transform how media is produced. Other recent breakthroughs include large
generative models for voice-to-text,22 text-to-voice,23 text-to-image,24 and text-to-video,25 translation. The most recent GPT-4 [93]
model from OpenAI is even multi-modal in its ability to input images as well as text and to output text, program code, and a wide
range of other formats.

Ferreira et al. [94] present an early exploration of encoder–decoder mechanisms [95] in the news domain, translating structured
facts represented as RDF triples into natural language news reports. Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) are also being explored
for generating texts [66] in addition to images [63]. However, there are at least four current challenges with using LLMs for text
generation. The first one is their lack of explainability [78,96]. The second is their tendency to hallucinate [97], or to generate
plausible-sounding nonsense [98]: texts that contain elements not found in the input data [94]. The third is their bias or ideas
about the world learned from their training data, such as the superiority of particular cultures [99], which might make already
marginalised groups experience further misrepresentation in the news [14]. The fourth is their toxicity, or tendency to reproduce
racist, sexist, hateful, or otherwise problematic language use in the text corpora they are trained on [99]. These issues need to
be solved before large language models can be effectively used in trustworthy news production. The supervised fine tuning (SFT)
approach used to align ChatGPT’s responses better with human expectations has been reported to reduce toxicity somewhat, but
with little effect on bias [92]. The auto-regressive nature of the large-language models can also lead to a proliferation of formulaic,
stereotypical news reports that are able to replicate well-established story formulae infused with new facts, but unable to create
new types of stories that transcend established ways of reporting.

Template-, script-, and rule-based approaches to text generation provide alternatives to large language models, but they are
not yet capable of generating texts with advanced journalistic narrative structures. An alternative approach is to use case-based
narrative generation [100] which replicate how past narratives have organised their content units. Techniques from case-based
planning [101] can be used to select previous narration cases and to combine, adapt, and modify them as new content units arrive.
As already explained, the inferred narrative can also include existing, certified, and self-contained semantic units [2]. The journalist
can take the proposed narrative structure, perhaps after reorganising it, as a starting point for generating or writing the final text

A case-based approach has several advantages with respect to trustworthy news presentation. The use of verified content units
and the application of an already tested narrative structure, perhaps created by journalists, ensures coherence and validity. As with
all narratives, the success of the generated structure can be gauged by analysing positive and negative feedback. Feedback helps
to indicate how good a narrative structure is, perhaps even identifying which parts work best in a final presentation. Finally, in

22 For example Whisper <https://openai.com/research/whisper>, accessed 2023–03.
23 For example, Speechify <https://speechify.com/>, accessed 2023–03.
24 For example DALL-E <https://labs.openai.com/>, accessed 2022–12.
25 For example InVideo <https://invideo.io/>, accessed 2023–04.
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contrast to deep learning approaches, case-based narrative generation is easily explainable, as it is possible to trace both the origin
of content units, the annotations and summaries created and used, and the narrative structure (or how the narrative organises its
content units).

Contextual presentation: Media consumption has moved from one-dimensional linear content streams (such as linear TV, static
TML) onto multiple platforms that are capable of adaptation and interactivity (such as phones, smart speakers, smartwatches,

ablets, etc.). Journalists therefore need tools for creating and preparing flexible content presentations according to their users’
rofiles, current needs, and context [102] and on the most suitable platform. Generative multimodal representation models can
e used to create transmedial narratives that can be presented across several platforms of different types. This development can
e harnessed for trustworthiness. For example, while presenting a story on a TV screen, trustworthiness can be underlined by
aking deeper information, such as background facts, related social-media content, examples, links, and other information, available

hrough the viewer’s mobile phone at the same time. A prerequisite for developing AI tools that tell stories multimodally and
ransmedially in trustworthy ways is to understand which types of media that are perceived by users as trustworthy for which
urposes. A danger of contextual presentation is that the news can become too adapted to the consumers’ current situation, enclosing

them in information bubbles that reflect their existing interests and values at the expense of providing challenging and potentially
eye-opening information.

Trustworthiness reports: The assessment phase generates secondary content in the form of justification or grounding of primary
ontent. Explainable AI and related techniques can be used to automatically generate trustworthiness reports from this provenance
nformation. Such reports provide accountability by presenting the origin of content units and explaining how and why they have been
ombined. They can also explain how the credibility [20] of a particular source on a particular topic has been assessed. This will both
ocument trustworthiness, make the assessment available for criticism, and make the position and values behind the story explicit.
or example, when applying case-based reasoning and adopting a narrative structure from an earlier report, one could explain how
he structure matches the event and what rules are used to adopt the content to the structure. This is in line with current research
n explainable case-based reasoning [103]. As for more elaborate chains of evidence, content should ideally be traceable all the way
rom the original sources to the claims made in the final report. Trustworthiness reports can be made available to news consumers
n demand. When the information has been corroborated by many independent sources and analyses, personalised verification can
round claims selectively in the types of sources and analyses that each user prefers, trusts, and understands best according to their
rofiles. The danger is an over-reliance on automatic assessment, letting news consumers rely too much on compelling explanations
resented in appealing contexts, rather than on their own critical sense. Also, a trustworthiness report can only be as reliable as the
rovenance of the units it composes, of their sources, and of their context descriptions.
Actionability: Trustworthiness reports and their underlying evidence chains can even be made available in a computer-ready

ormat, using the PROV-O standard for provenance information [74], The reports thus become available for community fact
hecking. In this way, the news organisation demonstrates willingness to be audited by its audience and the general public, an
mportant aspect of trustworthiness [23]. News users may for example be given links to sensors they can use to double check the
ata behind claims and to trusted sources that explain how conclusions are reached. A risk is that editorial resources become tied
p defending attacks from well-resourced mischievous actors that challenge the veracity of the published news using untrustworthy
nformation sources and dishonest argument styles.
News outsiders: The democratisation perspective on journalism emphasises making quality information available to all [104]. As

xplained in the introduction, reasons for avoiding mainstream news include media habits, distrust in authorities, and limited skills.
o gain the trust of news outsiders – and to demonstrate social responsibility to the general audience – trustworthy journalism should
ot present content that can be considered sexist, racist, or attacking vulnerable groups [104]. Presentations must accommodate
ultiple viewpoints and follow narratives that are explicit about the positions, sentiments, and values they embed. For individuals
ith attention deficits and recent migrants with limited local language skills, summarisation and automatic translation are valuable

echniques. An obvious ethical concern is models that are biassed due to unbalanced or tendentious training materials. Also, as
efore, not all alternative perspectives – such as ungrounded and malignant ones – deserve equal attention.
Privacy: Privacy is important to gain and maintain the trust of vulnerable and exposed informants [21,23]. A challenge is to

esign tools that can detect personal and sensitive information and assess whether privacy and personal protection is maintained in
news presentation. This is not an easy problem to solve, because the journalist constantly has to assess who may need privacy or

an demand it, and whether it is actually in the interest of society to be told about particular behaviours of a person. Techniques such
s automatic face-blurring26 can be used to protect the identity of participants in a political rally, but may decrease trustworthiness

because the picture or video becomes easier to fake and harder to verify.
Monitoring reception: Monitoring and otherwise collecting information about how the presented content is perceived [105] will

provide feedback to the computerised processes at work. In particular, perceived trustworthiness can be assessed through audience
studies, user ratings, NLP analysis of commentary fields, and by monitoring news sharing behaviours. These and other measures can
be used to gauge both the trustworthiness of news items overall and of their individual units and aspects, such as content, background
materials, sources, and presentation. Trustworthiness measures can then be fed back to all stages of the production process (Fig. 1),
optimising tasks that include source selection and balancing, presentation of tracing information, fabula generation, and the final
presentation. A danger is that certain audience groups may influence the news disproportionately through their feedback. Monitoring
can easily come to optimise news presentation for existing news consumers at the expense of news outsiders. Hendrickx [31] warns
about ‘‘taking an ‘audience turn’ without actually knowing how, if at all, audiences actually think, act and feel towards news and

26 E.g., <https://www.theverge.com/2020/6/4/21280112/signal-face-blurring-tool-ios-android-update>.
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other forms of media content’’. Indeed, understanding audience reception is key not only to understand their trust, but also to avoid
that AI- and ML-augmented news production only repeats past mistakes more effectively and efficiently, further alienating news
outsiders and parts of the audience that are critical to journalism. A final risk is that malignant actors may exploit monitoring to
influence news production to their advantage.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we have discussed how AI can support quality journalism, a key pillar of a democratic society. Our vision is
otivated by the need for quality journalistic outlets to counterbalance disinformation and mitigate polarisation, thus contributing

o a progressive view of society and democracy. Although AI techniques have been exploited by rogue political actors, as in the
ambridge Analytica scandal, it is also essential that they are harnessed to support quality journalism and, more in general, to
elp tackle the major societal challenges of our age. However, it goes without saying that AI (and technology, in general) is not a
anacea. AI can support quality news production but other factors, such as sound business models, independence, lack of political
nterference, and strong ethical values must be in place to ensure that quality media can thrive. In other words, while we believe
hat the adoption of AI techniques is not necessarily sufficient to tackle the current issues in the media landscape, we also believe
hat no quality news outlet is likely to survive in the 21st century unless it is able to take full advantage of the opportunities created
y AI and its related technologies.

Given the economic pressures on the modern newsroom, a central aim of introducing AI to support journalism is to cut costs and
mprove efficiency. For example, the JournalismAI 1 report [7], which is based on a survey of 71 news organisations in 32 different
ountries, emphasises efficiency as the key driver for introducing AI. Indeed, most of the challenges we have identified focus on
aking journalists more efficient, for example by automatically collecting and preparing background information; suggesting sources
nd informants; freeing journalists from tedious verification and fact-checking tasks; and assisting central creation and presentation
asks. On the newsroom level, we have discussed improving efficiency further by using AI to identify journalists that work on the
ame or related stories and to form teams with complementary backgrounds and competencies. However, sound business models and
ditorial independence are essential to ensure that these new opportunities for journalistic and organisational efficiency are used to
rovide higher quality journalism, and not misused to reduce the journalistic workforce.

We therefore believe that the central aim for AI-augmented journalism is to relieve journalists of their most tedious tasks in
rder to free up time for creativity and critical reflection — not only to increase trustworthiness, but in broad pursuit of high-quality
ournalism. For example, the Finnish Broadcasting Company (Yle) uses Voitto, an automated data-based journalistic bot, to write
chematic articles in Finnish and Swedish about ice hockey results and statistics: ‘‘bots can save journalists’ time, allowing them
o use more time for considered journalism while bots take care of the mechanised tasks’’.27 Powerful large language models like
penAI’s GPT-4 are likely to expand the boundary of robot journalism further, enabling generation of a broader variety of stories
ith more complex narratives on a wider range of subjects. GPT-4 and similar models from tech-giants such as Google and Meta will
lso push the limits of how stories are presented to users, generating dashboards, storyboards and other visualisations in addition
o texts; presenting news in different languages and vernaculars on demand; and enabling interactive news through chatbots and
nteractive storytelling. Nevertheless, the challenges mentioned earlier – explainability, hallucination, bias, and toxicity – may not
ecome sufficiently manageable in the foreseeable future. Additional challenges that must be overcome include the ownership of
raining materials and model outputs [106]; provenance and reliable accreditation of sources [99]; responsibility for the content
nd integrity of the final product [107]; concerns about ecological footprint [99]; and public trust in large language models.

We therefore believe that complete automation of news production will remain unrealistic and unwanted outside of restricted
ournalistic enclaves, in which the reliance on AI will need to be flagged. Notably, Yle has begun to self-label its robot articles
s ‘‘made by Voitto’’ to separate them from human-in-the-loop content. This separation will become increasingly blurred as AI
ecomes embedded in standard writing, searching, and reading tools [106]. But, although the work practices of journalists will
hange, they will still hold responsibility for journalistic processes and products that abide by journalism’s ethical standards. To
roliferate in the AI age, journalists and their editors must therefore be encouraged to learn new AI-powered tools and to apply
hem in their daily work. Because the tools and services are used for different purposes, at different levels, and on different types
nd sources of information, they must facilitate collaboration, not only among journalists, but also between journalists, editors,
xternal fact-checkers, and the general audience. Transforming newsrooms digitally through new AI-based tools and practices also
equires institutional work. Established ways of working must be revealed and revised. The media organisation must also manage
ts legitimacy to both insiders and outsiders, for example by exposing its adoption of ‘‘best AI practices’’ [25,26].

A final challenge in building advanced AI platforms for journalism is that tools designed for good can be exploited by malevolent
ctors, such as rogue media sources, political groups, and governments. We would argue that our vision for rigorous evidence-based
ournalism that is based on robust democratic values and that is open about its positions and values makes malicious exploitation harder
n two ways: When malicious content is explicitly grounded in evidence that is untrustworthy it should become easier to identify
nd expose. And when malicious content is not explicitly grounded, this in itself should raise suspicion.

In future work, we plan to investigate these and related challenges, opportunities, and risks in the MediaFutures: Research
Centre for Responsible Media Technology & Innovation,28 which is hosted by the University of Bergen in Norway where it is co-
located with major media houses and technology providers. MediaFuture’s main objective is to develop new responsible AI-based
media technology, for better audience understanding and for effective media user engagement, content production, interaction, and
accessibility.

27 Jukka Niva, Yle Labs <https://yle.fi/a/3-10126261>, accessed 2022–11.
28 MediaFutures - Research Centre for Responsible Media Technology & Innovation <https://mediafutures.no/>, accessed 2021–10.
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